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Overview

Context

Multipactor effect

Electric arc in the WEST tokamak (l.); LH antenna that may have
created this arc (r.)
·

The multipactor is an electronic avalanche in RF devices under
vacuum (telecommunications, nuclear fusion);

·

It may disturb the signal and degrade the system;

·

It appears when a RF electric field threshold Emax is reached;

·

It is well understood in simple configurations (metallic rectangular waveguide);

·

I developed POTOMAC (Physical simulatiOn TOol for Multipactor in Advanced Configurations) in order to compute Emax in complex configurations: dielectrics, magnetic fields.

The multipactor is created by the combination of two phenomena:
Electron Emission:
·

When an flux of Primary Electrons (PE) impacts a surface, a flux
of emitted electrons (EE) comes out of it;

·

It relies on the energy and incidence angle of the PE, the surface state of the sample, the presence of contaminants...

Resonance electrons / signal:
·

EE must gain enough energy to emit other electrons;

·

In other terms, the electron cloud must enter in resonance with
the RF signal.

The example of dielectrics

Simulation results

PhD work

Vd

Metal

Dielectric

Sectional view of a metallic waveguide with a negativelly charged
dielectric on the bottom plate
·

Dielectrics, for their interesting electromagnetic properties, are
widely used in telecommunications satellites;

·

They can hold a net charge;

·

They influence multipactor through two leverages:

·

POTOMAC simulations on infinite parallel-plate Ag — PTFE
geometry;

·

Emax is calculated as a function of Vd, 0, the initial potential on the
PTFE created by its surface charge;

Þ

Holes and electrons within the material influence the transport of PE and thus the electron emission;

·

Results show an overall increase in Emax, while contructors generally reduce the transmitted power when dielectrics are present;

Þ

The dielectric potential Vd created by the surface charge influences the electrons trajectories, and thus their resonance
with the RF signal.

·

POTOMAC results will be checked with experiments and commercial software CST in 2020 (dielectrics, magnetic field).
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